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IL=Interest Level, RL=Reading Level

3-D engineering : design and build practical prototypes with 25
projects
By May, Vicki V  Dewey: 620
Provides instructions for twenty-five prototype projects that help students
understand and apply math and science concepts and skills to tackle real-
life engineering problems.
____#514FOZ1  2015  IL:5-8  RL:6.7  $12.99

42 is not just a number : the odyssey of Jackie Robinson, American
hero
By Rappaport, Doreen  Dewey: 796.357
"A look at the life and legacy of Jackie Robinson, the man who broke the
color barrier in major league baseball, and became an American hero."--
Publisher.
____#541FQV0  2017  IL:3-6  $6.99

Abby Spencer goes to Bollywood
By Bajaj, Varsha  Dewey: -Fic-
Abby Spencer yearns to meet her father, who lives in India, and is
nervous when her wish comes true and her mom decides it is time for her
to go and spend some time with him.
____#537SJE1  2015  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $7.99

African American artists & writers
Dewey: 700.92
Profiles the lives and works of influential African American artists and
writers, including Phillis Wheatley, Langston Hughes, James Baldwin,
Rita Dove, Maya Angelou, and Toni Morrison.
____#536BFW6  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8.5  $27.93

African American inventors & scientists
Dewey: 509.2
Explores the lives of pioneering African American inventors and
scientists.
____#536BFP9  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $27.93

African American musicians & entertainers
Dewey: 780.89
Profiles the lives and works of influential African American musicians
and entertainers, including Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Bessie
Smith, B. B. King, and Jimi Hendrix.
____#536BFUX  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6  $27.93

African American politicians & civil rights activists
Dewey: 323
Discusses the lives and accomplishments of a number of African
American politicians and civil rights activists.
____#536BFY2  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $27.93

African American soldiers
Dewey: 355.0089
Discusses the history and achievements of African American soldiers.
____#536BFZ0  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8.5  $27.93

Aircraft of World War I
By Hamilton, John  Dewey: 940.4
An overview of the use of aircraft in World War I, and includes glossary
and a timeline.
____#535REX3  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.6  $21.95

Airman
By Colfer, Eoin  Dewey: -Fic-
In the 1890s on an island off the Irish coast, Conor Broekhart is falsely
imprisoned and passes the solitary months by scratching designs of flying
machines into the walls, including one for a glider with which he dreams
of escape.
____#513IFB3  2008  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $7.99

America's tea parties : not one but four! : Boston, Charleston, New
York, Philadelphia
By Moss, Marissa  Dewey: 973.3
Explores the causes of the American Revolutionary War, focusing on the
Boston Tea Party which had inspired other towns to dump their tea from
the ships in the ports in order to fight the unfair tax on it.
____#516MGO9  2016  IL:5-8  RL:6.6  $15.54

Anxiety and fear in daily life
By Poole, Hilary W  Dewey: 152.4
Introduces readers to the most common anxieties and fears in daily life
and provides advice about how these fears can be conquered.
____#530XRL0  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8.2  $20.95

Artemis Fowl : the graphic novel
By Colfer, Eoin  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of Eoin Colfer's novel in which a twelve-
year-old evil genius tries to restore his family fortune by capturing a fairy
and demanding a ransom in gold; but the fairies fight back with magic,
technology, and a particularly nasty troll.
____#542VOF2  2007  IL:5-8  $9.99

Artificial intelligence : thinking machines and smart robots with
science activities for kids
By Smibert, Angie  Dewey: 629.8
Discusses the technology and future of thinking machines.
____#542PJB5  2018  IL:5-8  $12.99

The bamboo sword
By Preus, Margi  Dewey: -Fic-
In Japan in 1853, at the time of U.S. Commodore Matthew Perry's visit
to Japan, Yoshi, a young Japanese boy who dreams of becoming a
samurai one day, learns about America from Majiro and has adventures
with Jack, a young cabin boy aboard one of the U.S. ships. Includes

Beethoven for kids : his life and music : with 21 activities
By Bauer, Helen  Dewey: 780
Examines the life of eighteenth-century composer Ludwig van
Beethoven, discussing his difficult childhood, early gift for music,
volatile personality, hearing loss, and the influence of other composers on
his work. Includes twenty-one related activities.
____#5006ED5  2011  IL:5-8  RL:6.6  $13.99
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historical notes and glossary.
____#512MXP9  2015  IL:5-8  RL:5.7  $8.06

Beverly, right here
By DiCamillo, Kate  Dewey: -Fic-
"Beverly Tapinski has run away from home plenty of times, but that was
when she was just a kid. Now that she's fourteen years old, she figures,
it's not running away. It's leaving. Determined to make it on her own,
Beverly finds a job and a place to live and tries to forget about her dog,
Buddy, now buried underneath the orange trees back home; her friend
Raymie, whom she left without a word; and her mom, Rhonda, who has
never cared about anyone but herself. Beverly doesn't want to depend on
anyone, and she definitely doesn't want anyone to depend on her. But
despite her best efforts, she can't help forming connections with the
people around her--and gradually, she learns to see herself through their
eyes"--Provided by publisher.
____#542HJX4  2019  IL:5-8  $16.99

The big book of monsters : the creepiest creatures from classic
literature
By Johnson, Hal  Dewey: 001.944
"Profiles twenty-five monsters from mythology, folklore, and literature,
from Medusa the gorgon and Polyphemus the cyclops to Dracula,
Frankenstein's monster, and the headless horseman of Sleepy Hollow" --
OCLC
____#542HDI8  2019  IL:3-6  $15.95

Big Nate goes bananas!
By Peirce, Lincoln  Dewey: 741.5
A reprinting of the "Big Nate" comic strip, that follows the adventures of
eleven-year-old Nate Wright, who is ready for summer as the school year
winds down and entering Hunny Bursts cereal's new mascot contest.
____#540XQY4  2018  IL:3-6  $9.99

Biodiversity : explore the diversity of life on Earth with
environmental science activities for kids
By Perdew, Laura  Dewey: 333.95
"Introduces middle schoolers to . . . biodiversity, which is found
everywhere on the planet--on land, in the water, and even in extreme
environments such as ice and volcanoes. Biodiversity can also be
discovered by looking through a microscope at tiny worlds of organisms
that can't be seen with the human eye. All of this biodiversity on Earth
helps keep the planet in balance. Climate change, pollution, habitat
destruction, over-exploitation--these are all . . . threats to biodiversity.
There are, however, ways to slow or stop this loss through conservation
and sustainable development. This book includes hands-on STEM
activities and critical thinking exercises to encourage readers to consider
the threat to biodiversity and figure out ways to be part of the solution"--
Provided by publisher.
____#542PGV7  2019  IL:5-8  $12.99

Blockly
By Rearick, Ben  Dewey: 005.13
"Learn how you can use Blockly to create your own computer
programs."--Provided by publisher.
____#529RNF9  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.8  $29.96

Blue
By Hostetter, Joyce  Dewey: -Fic-
Ann Fay Honeycutt becomes the man of the house at age thirteen after
her father leaves to fight in World War II, forcing Ann to give up her
childhood and tend to her family, but when a polio epidemic strikes, Ann
faces the most devastating challenge of her life.
____#506YGK8  2006  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $16.95

Blue window
By Gewirtz, Adina  Dewey: -Fic-
"Five siblings fall through time and space into a strange, unkind world
their arrival mysteriously foretold and land in the center of an epic civil
struggle in a country where many citizens have given themselves over to
their primal fears and animal passions at the urging of a power-hungry
demagogue"--OCLC.
____#541HFO6  2018  IL:5-8  $18.99

Bluefish
By Schmatz, Pat  Dewey: -Fic-
Thirteen-year-old Travis, living in cramped quarters with his alcoholic
grandfather, longs for his old life in the country, and struggles in school
to hide the fact that he cannot read, but a persistent teacher and a special
girl open his eyes to a new world.
____#541FID5  2011  IL:YA  $6.99

Booker T. Washington and the Tuskegee Institute
By Bailey, Budd  Dewey: 370.92
"Booker T. Washington was an educated black man who was very
influential in the transition in the United States from the passage of the
Thirteenth Amendment abolishing slavery to the election of President
Barack Obama. He believed education was key in helping lift African
Americans out of poverty and built the Tuskegee Institute to provide that
education"--Amazon.com.
____#522EKT0  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.2  $34.21

The breadwinner : a graphic novel
By Tanaka, Shelley  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of Deborah Ellis' "The Breadwinner" in
which to earn money so that her family can survive after her father's
arrest, eleven-year-old Parvana must disguise herself as a boy because of
strict limitations imposed by the Taliban rulers of Kabul, Afghanistan, on
women's freedom and behavior.
____#541EEE8  2018  IL:5-8  $9.95

Breakout
By Messner, Kate  Dewey: -Fic-
"From multiple perspectives, tells of a time capsule project and the
middle schoolers who contribute, including future journalist Nora Tucker
and newcomer Elidee Jones, whose brother is in the local prison"--
Provided by publisher.
____#542XZR3  2018  IL:5-8  $26.00

Brown v. Board of Education : a fight for simple justice
By Rubin, Susan Goldman  Dewey: 344.73
"In 1954, one of the most significant Supreme Court decisions of the
twentieth Century aimed to end school segregation in the United States.
Although known as Brown v. Board of Education, the ruling applied not
just to the case of Linda Carol Brown, an African American third grader
refused entry to an all-white Topeka, Kansas school, but to cases
involving children in South Carolina, Delaware, Virginia, and
Washington, DC. Here is the story of the many people who stood up to
racial inequality, some risking significant danger and hardship, and of
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careful strategizing by the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP)"--Dust jacket.
____#539FFH5  2016  IL:5-8  RL:7.1  $56.97

Build your own robot : science fair projects
By Sobey, Edwin J. C  Dewey: 629.8
Provides an introduction to robotics and the scientific method and
features instructions for fifteen projects on robotics.
____#510KRP1  2016  IL:5-8  RL:6.7  $37.27

Building a roller coaster in Minecraft
By Hellebuyck, Adam  Dewey: 794.8
Shows how STEAM skills can be used in Minecraft to build a roller
coaster.
____#541WUB4  2019  IL:5-8  $20.95

Caitlyn Jenner
By Mooney, Carla  Dewey: 306.76
A biography of athlete and television personality Caitlyn Jenner,
focusing on her struggle to come to terms with her gender identity and
her role as an advocate for transgender individuals.
____#524FJP8  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $37.10

Camp
By Miller, Kayla  Dewey: 741.5
"Olive and Willow are happy campers! Or are they? Olive is sure she'll
have the best time at summer camp with her friend Willow--but while
Olive makes quick friends with the other campers, Willow struggles to
form connections and latches on to the only person she knows--Olive. It's
s'more than Olive can handle! The stress of being Willow's living
security blanket begins to wear on Olive and before long . . . the girls
aren't just fighting, they may not even be friends by the time camp is
over. Will the two be able to patch things up before the final lights out?"-
-OCLC.
____#541UIS3  2019  IL:3-6  $10.99

Camp Panda : helping cubs return to the wild
By Thimmesh, Catherine  Dewey: 599.789
Looks at attempts to save the dwindling giant panda population by
having people dress up as pandas and teach panda cubs how to live and
survive in the wild.
____#538IYP2  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8  $17.99

The categorical universe of Candice Phee
By Jonsberg, Barry  Dewey: -Fic-
Candice is a twelve-year-old optimist, with a literal mind, the very best
of intentions, and an unwavering determination to fix all the problems of
her family, friends, pets, and everyone in her life.
____#5405TMX  2014  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $8.99

Cezanne
By Toyne, Jessica  Dewey: 759.4
Explores the life and works of modernist painter Paul Cezanne.
____#509JMM9  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $23.95

Chaz Bono
By Gitlin, Marty  Dewey: 306.76
A biography of celebrity Chaz Bono, focusing on his struggle to come to
terms with his sexual orientation and gender identity and his role as an
advocate for LGBTQ rights.
____#524CHD6  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.6  $37.10

Che Guevara's face : how a Cuban photographer's image became a
cultural icon
By Smith-Llera, Danielle  Dewey: 972.9106
"Discusses the iconic photograph of revolutionary Che Guevara taken in
1960 by Cuban photographer Alberto Korda"--Provided by publisher.
____#523QCL9  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $35.32

Chef
By Labrecque, Ellen  Dewey: 641.5
Introduces what it takes to succeed as a chef, discussing the necessary
educational steps, useful charactertraits, potential hazards, and daily job
tasks related to this career.
____#522GFI7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.9  $29.96

Chew on this : everything you don't want to know about fast food
By Schlosser, Eric  Dewey: 394.1
A look at fast food, what's in it, how it's made, and what it does to our
bodies.
____#5148LY7  2006  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $9.99

China : a history
By Bardoe, Cheryl  Dewey: 951
A history of China, discussing its leaders, politics, explorations, and
more, based on the Cyrus Tang Hall of China exhibition at the Field
Museum in Chicago, Illinois.
____#541LCP8  2018  IL:5-8  $18.65

Choosing to live, choosing to die : the complexities of assisted dying
By Tate, Nikki  Dewey: 179.7
"This nonfiction book for teens examines the complex issue of medical
assistance in dying from multiple perspectives"--OCLC.
____#542KMY3  2019  IL:YA  $19.99

Cici Reno : #middleschoolmatchmaker
By Springer, Kristina  Dewey: -Fic-
"Middle school is a test, but Cici Reno has all the answers. She's the go-
to girl for advice. She's cool, she's funny, and she's enlightened (thanks to
yoga classes at her mom's studio). So, when Cici offers to help her BFF
get a great guy's attention by pretending to be her online, she never
expects anything to go wrong. But Cici starts to fall for the guy herself,
and for the first time in her life, she doesn't have a clue"--Back cover.
____#519BPL6  2016  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $9.99

The circuit : stories from the life of a migrant child
By Jimenez, Francisco  Dewey: -Fic-
Explores a migrant family's experiences moving through labor camps,
facing poverty and impermanence, and discusses how they endure
through faith, hope, and back-breaking work.
____#511SYQ7  1997  IL:5-8  $16.99

Claude Monet
By Brooks, Susie  Dewey: 759.4
Discusses the life and paintings of Claude Monet.
____#516TFXX  2016  IL:5-8  RL:6.1  $31.75

Coding
By Anderson, Rane  Dewey: 005.1
"Have you ever wondered how a GPS knows the fastest route to take? Or
how a video game knows when to stop performing an action? The answer

The complete cookbook for young chefs.
Dewey: 641.5
A cookbook for children that provides recipes for breakfast, snacks and
beverages, dinners, desserts, and more, and features step-by-step
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is coding. Discover the fundamentals for computer programming, such as
conditional statements, looping, and debugging. Who knows? You might
even want to try out this innovative skill yourself!"--Provided by
publisher.
____#540CPQ8  2017  IL:5-8  $10.99

photographs of tips and techniques.
____#542QPX5  2018  IL:5-8  $29.99

Coretta Scott King and the Center for Nonviolent Social Change
By Stanmyre, Jackie F  Dewey: 323
Profiles the life and career of Coretta Scott King and her work for equal
rights for African Americans.
____#522ELB0  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $34.21

Create an animation with Scratch
By Wood, Kevin  Dewey: 777
Text and illustrations looks at how to create computer animation with
Scratch.
____#535WXN1  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.8  $29.32

Create computer games with Scratch
By Wood, Kevin  Dewey: 794.8
Text and illustrations looks at how to create computer games using
Scratch.
____#535WXR4  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $29.32

Create music with Scratch
By Wood, Kevin  Dewey: 781.3
Text and illustrations looks at how to create music using Scratch.
____#535WXQ6  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $29.32

Create your own story with Scratch
By Wood, Kevin  Dewey: 808.02
Text and illustrations looks at how to create a story using Scratch.
____#535WXI0  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5  $29.32

Cristiano Ronaldo : soccer champion
By Porterfield, Jason  Dewey: 796.334
Explores the life of FIFA star Cristiano Ronaldo, focusing on his early
soccer days, his draft onto a professional soccer team, and his life outside
of soccer.
____#540RZU9  2019  IL:5-8  RL:7.3  $26.96

The crooked castle
By Horwitz, Sarah Jean  Dewey: -Fic-
When magician's apprentice Felix Carmer III and his faerie companion
Grit come across a magical flying circus, it becomes clear that there is
something not normal about it or its inventor, and that it may be related
to regional airship disasters.
____#541WNY1  2018  IL:5-8  $17.95

The crossover
By Alexander, Kwame  Dewey: -Fic-
Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with
highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores his declining
health.
____#510SIL4  2014  IL:5-8  RL:4.3  $8.99

El crossover
By Alexander, Kwame  Dewey: -Fic-
Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with
highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores his declining
health.
____#542LML3  2019  IL:5-8  $7.99

The cursed stage
By Terrell, Brandon  Dewey: -Fic-
The Fleischman Middle School drama club is supposed to be putting on a
play in the school auditorium, but strange noises have convinced many of
the actors that the stage is haunted--so it is up to the four friends of
Snoops, Inc. to discover the cause of the disturbances and whether or not
someone has it in for "Wagons West."
____#527QPU9  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $26.65

Curtain up!
By Fiedler, Lisa  Dewey: -Fic-
After twelve-year-old Anya fails to make the soccer team, she decides to
pursue her true passion, musical theater, and, with the help of her sister
and new friend Austin, pulls together a summer theater troupe.
____#500WNI7  2015  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $11.99

Curtains! : a high school musical mystery
By Dahl, Michael  Dewey: -Fic-
When someone tries to sabotage the school play, Kyle, an actor, and his
friend Mindy, the stage manager, work together to investigate, even
though each suspects the other.
____#52133W6  2009  IL:5-8  RL:3.7  $26.65

Dali
By Toyne, Jessica  Dewey: 709.2
A look at the life and works of Salvador Dali.
____#509JMN7  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $23.95

Dance fever
By Bowe, Julie  Dewey: -Fic-
The Middleton Middle School fund-raising committee is looking for a
theme for this year's event, and bossy Annelise insists on a formal dance,
which her father will support with publicity and prizes, but the trouble is
none of the boys want to come--so it is up to Victoria to get Annelise to
agree to a compromise.
____#527QOE0  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $26.65

Dash and Dot
By Sarma, Kamya  Dewey: 629.8
An exploration of Dash and Dot, toy robots that can be programmed to
do a variety of things.
____#529RNJ1  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.3  $29.96

Dead man's gold and other stories
By Yee, Paul  Dewey: -Fic-
A collection of ten short stories by Paul Yee about Chinese immigrants
struggling to make new lives for themselves in North America.
____#506YFV0  2002  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $9.95

The debate about playing video games
By Seigel, Rachel  Dewey: 794.8
Explores the benefits and drawbacks of playing video games.
____#536TOUX  2018  IL:5-8  $9.95

Diary of an awesome friendly kid : Rowley Jefferson's journal
By Kinney, Jeff  Dewey: -Fic-
"In his first journal, middle schooler Rowley Jefferson, Greg Heffley's
sidekick, records his experiences and misguided decision to write a
biography of Greg, who, in his own mind, is destined to become rich and
famous"--OCLC.
____#541SUK2  2019  IL:5-8  $12.59
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Documentary film
By Loh-Hagan, Virginia  Dewey: 070.1
An exploration of documentary film production and direction, covering
equipment, steps to creating a film, promotion, and more.
____#529RUJ2  2018  IL:5-8  RL:1.9  $29.96

Dragons
By Hinds, Kathryn  Dewey: 398.24
"Explores the mythical and historical backgrounds of dragons, both in the
East and the West"--Provided by publisher.
____#5239LY2  2014  IL:5-8  RL:6.6  $35.21

Drones : remote-controlled warfare
By Gray, Judy Silverstein  Dewey: 623.74
"Students will meet a modern-day drone pilot and learn about the combat
missions he performs. They will read about the history of UAVs, such as
the use of pilotless balloons during the Civil War, and how these
unmanned aerial vehicles, or UAVs, are used in military operations today.
Full-color photos highlight the technology behind drones andfact boxes
detail how to prepare for a career as a UAV pilot"--Amazon.com.
____#522EPU5  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.9  $27.93

E-sports competitions
By Marquardt, Meg  Dewey: 794.8
"Explores the world of E-Sports competitions. Topics include locating
and entering electronic game competitions, how they are structured, and
rules competitors are expected to follow. Includes glossary, index, and
bibliography for further reading"--Provided by publisher.
____#531UAD8  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.6  $19.99

E-sports game design
By McCarthy, Cecilia Pinto  Dewey: 794.8
"Explores professional electronic sports game design and what is
involved in creating some of the best games available. Topics include the
technology used and the importance of developing the game's story,
characters, graphics, and sound. Includes glossary, index, and
bibliography for further reading"--Provided by publisher.
____#531UAE6  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $19.99

Escape from the Isle of the Lost
By De la Cruz, Melissa  Dewey: -Fic-
"Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos make a plan to use their upcoming visit to the
Isle of the Lost to help other villain kids attend Auradon Prep, while Uma
teams up with Hades to bring down the barrier and get her revenge on
Mal"--Provided by publisher.
____#541YVR5  2019  IL:3-6  $17.99

Every shiny thing
By Jensen, Cordelia  Dewey: -Fic-
"Seventh-grader Lauren begins stealing to help children who, like her
brother, are on the autism spectrum, and Sierra, in foster care in Lauren's
neighborhood, fears she will enable Lauren's lawbreaking. Told half in
prose, half in verse"--OCLC.
____#538QEDX  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $8.09

The evolution of military technology
By Hagler, Gina  Dewey: 623
"This book addresses the question of why war exists, and explains the
shapes in which it occurs . . . The book also traces weapons from the
earliest stones and clubs to modern technological military warfare. Along
with the evolution of weaponry through the ages, it also goes into the
development of protective gear, transportation, communication, and
military strategies"--Provided by publisher.
____#540RYS5  2019  IL:5-8  RL:8.3  $32.70

The F factor
By Bertrand, Diane Gonzales  Dewey: -Fic-
Tenth grader Javier Avila is chosen, against his will, to be the anchorman
for the school's new televised announcement program and fears he will
fail in front of the entire school.
____#53053A8  2010  IL:5-8  RL:5.1  $12.95

Facing Frederick : the life of Frederick Douglass, a monumental
American man
By Bolden, Tonya  Dewey: 973.8
Chronicles the life of Frederick Douglass, discussing his years as a slave,
escape to freedom, acclaim as a famous orator, journalist, and
presidential advisor, work as an abolitionist, and other related topics.
____#535OKN6  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.7  $15.54

The faithful spy : Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the plot to kill Hitler
By Hendrix, John  Dewey: 230
Uses text and illustrations to tell the story of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a
German pastor who spoke out against the Nazi regime.
____#540YIO0  2018  IL:5-8  $15.29

Fannie never flinched : one woman's courage in the struggle for
American labor union rights
By Farrell, Mary Cronk  Dewey: 331.88
A biography of American union organizer Fannie Sellins.
____#521QED7  2016  IL:5-8  RL:7.3  $15.54

Fatal fever : tracking down Typhoid Mary
By Jarrow, Gail  Dewey: 614
Provides an overview of the search for Mary Mallon, also known as
Typhoid Mary, who is thought to have caused the spread of typhoid fever,
a disease spread by bacteria in food and water, in New York in 1909.
____#506YGI1  2015  IL:5-8  $18.95

Finding Mighty
By Chari, Sheela  Dewey: -Fic-
"Along the train lines north of New York City, twelve-year-old neighbors
Myla and Peter search for the link between Myla's necklace and the
disappearance of Peter's brother, Randall. Thrown into a world of
parkour, graffiti, and diamond-smuggling, Myla and Peter encounter a
band of thugs who are after the same thing as Randall. Can Myla and
Peter find Randall before it's too late, and their shared family secrets
threaten to destroy them all?"--Provided by publisher.
____#529QME7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:4.1  $7.19

Fly girls : how five daring women defied all odds and made aviation
history
By O'Brien, Keith  Dewey: 629.13
Presents the stories of five women air pilots; Florence Klingensmith,
Ruth Elder, Amelia Earhart, Ruth Nichols, and Louise Thaden, and their
fight for the chance to race against men in the air races of the 1920s and
1930s.
____#541TWR0  2019  IL:5-8  $16.99

The Fowl twins
By Colfer, Eoin  Dewey: -Fic-
"Eleven-year-old twins Myles and Beckett Fowl enjoy adventure and
mayhem while helping a troll escape nefarious forces that want his
magic"--OCLC.
____#542QQA4  2019  IL:5-8  $18.99

Freedom riders
By Crayton, Lisa A  Dewey: 323.1196
Chronicles the events surrounding the Freedom Riders who were a group

Gabi and the great big bakeover
By Dower, Laura  Dewey: -Fic-
Gabriela Rivera is a sixth-grader with a serious peanut allergy, lots of
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of civil rights activists that rode interstate buses into the segregated
southern United States, beginning in 1961, to protest segregation in the
southern states.
____#536ESB8  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $31.75

artistic talent, one friend at her school, and a total lack of self-
confidence--but when she meets Daisy, the owner and baker at Daisy's
Desserts, who makes allergy free treats, she finally starts to gain some
confidence in her own considerable abilities.
____#523NUH8  2017  IL:5-8  RL:5.7  $26.65

Game logic : level up and create your own games with science
activities for kids
By Smibert, Angie  Dewey: 793
". . . explore the processes of both playing and creating games while
developing critical--and creative--thinking skills"--Back cover.
____#542PPQ1  2019  IL:5-8  $12.99

Garbage : follow the path of your trash with environmental science
activities for kids
By Latham, Donna  Dewey: 628.4
Prompts readers to think about the choices they make that generate
garbage, looks at ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle, discusses the history
of garbage, and includes hands-on projects.
____#542GCO3  2019  IL:5-8  $12.99

Gauguin
By Haynes, Sara  Dewey: 759.4
An exploration of the life and works of Paul Gauguin.
____#509JMP3  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $23.95

Gay & lesbian history for kids : the century-long struggle for LGBT
rights, with 21 activities
By Pohlen, Jerome  Dewey: 323.3
Presents personal stories and first-hand accounts of the struggle for civil
rights in the LGBT community. Includes twenty-one activities, such as
poetry writing and monologue performance.
____#513BJX8  2016  IL:5-8  RL:7.9  $16.99

The ghost collector
By Mills, Allison  Dewey: -Fic-
"Ghosts are everywhere in Shelly's life. Recently passed people, pets, and
a boy who lives in the local graveyard and lends her Smiths tapes are all
part of spirit world she and her grandmother are privy to. In the tradition
of their Cree ancestors, Shelly and her grandmother help these lost souls
transition to the next world by catching them in their hair. But when
Shelly's mom dies, her relationship to ghosts--and death--changes.
Instead of helping spirits move on, she starts bringing them home and
hiding them in her room. But no matter how many ghosts she collects,
Shelly can't ignore the one that's missing. Why hasn't her mom's ghost
come home yet?"--OCLC.
____#542HKB1  2019  IL:5-8  $14.99

The girl who drew butterflies : how Maria Merian's art changed
science
By Sidman, Joyce  Dewey: 595.7
"Explores the extraordinary life and scientific discoveries of Maria
Merian, who discovered the truth about metamorphosis and documented
the science behind the mystery in this visual biography that features
many original paintings by Maria herself."--Provided by publisher.
____#537ADW0  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.7  $17.99

Gold rush girl
By Avi  Dewey: -Fic-
"Victoria Blaisdell longs for independence and adventure, and she yearns
to accompany her father as he sails west in search of real gold! But it is
1848, and Tory isn't even allowed to go to school, much less travel all the
way from Rhode Island to California. Determined to take control of her
own destiny, Tory stows away on the ship. Though San Francisco is
frenzied and full of wild and dangerous men, Tory finds freedom and
friendship there. Until one day, when Father is in the gold fields, her
younger brother, Jacob, is kidnapped. And so Tory is spurred on a
treacherous search for him in Rotten Row, a part of San Francisco Bay
crowded with hundreds of abandoned ships"--OCLC.
____#542ZXI8  2020  IL:5-8  $17.99

The good hawk
By Elliott, Joseph  Dewey: 813
"Agatha is a Hawk, brave and fierce, who protects her people by
patrolling the high walls of their island home. She is proud of her job,
though some in her clan whisper that it is meant to keep her out of the
way because of the condition she was born with. Jaime, thoughtful and
anxious, is an Angler, but he hates the sea. Worse, he's been chosen for a
duty that the clan hasn't required for generations: to marry. The elders
won't say why they have promised him to a girl in a neighboring clan, but
there are rumors of approaching danger. When disaster strikes and the
clan is kidnapped, it is up to Agatha and Jaime to travel across the
haunted mainland of Scotia to Norveg, with help along the way from a
clan of nomadic Highland bull riders and the many animals who are
drawn to Agatha's extraordinary gift of communication"--Provided by
publisher.
____#542UKH3  2020  IL:5-8  $17.99

The great shark rescue : saving the whale sharks
By Markle, Sandra  Dewey: 597.3
"Presents the story of whale sharks--the largest fish on the planet. Facing
threats from commercial fishing as well as climate change, they were
categorized as endangered in 2016. Find out how scientists are working
to study and protect these gentle giants of the ocean"--Publisher.
____#542PNY2  2019  IL:3-6  $31.99

Greenglass House
By Milford, Kate  Dewey: -Fic-
At Greenglass House, a smuggler's inn, twelve-year-old Milo, the
innkeepers' adopted son, plans to spend his winter holidays relaxing but
soon guests are arriving with strange stories about the house sending
Milo and Meddy, the cook's daughter, on an adventure.
____#525UPF0  2014  IL:5-8  $7.99

Griffins and phoenixes
By Hinds, Kathryn  Dewey: 398
"Explores the mythical and historical backgrounds of griffins and
phoenixes, including the hippogriff, monster birds of the Middle East
(rukh, Simorgh, anqa), the giant condor, and the Thunder Birds of the
Americas"--Provided by publisher.
____#5239LZ0  2014  IL:5-8  RL:6.7  $35.21

Gym candy
By Deuker, Carl  Dewey: -Fic-
Mick Johnson works hard for a placement on the varsity team during his
freshman year, and decides to use steroids in order to hold onto his edge,
despite the consequences to his health and social life.
____#507ZMS9  2007  IL:YA  $8.99

Harriet Tubman : abolitionist and conductor of the underground
railroad
By Krasner, Barbara  Dewey: 973.7

Harvey Milk : the first openly gay elected official in the United States
By Hollander, Barbara Gottfried  Dewey: 324.2
"In 1977, Harvey Milk was elected to San Francisco's Board of
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A biography of Harriet Tubman, discussing her early life as a slave, her
escape to freedom, and her many trips back to the South to lead other
slaves to freedom in the North as a conductor on the Undergraound
Railroad.
____#531XYQ8  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $18.80

Supervisors, only to be assassinated less than a year after he took office.
Through his personal and professional life, Harvey Milk became a role
model and beacon of hope for many members of the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender (LGBT) community. Readers will examine the life
of this civic hero, including his struggles as a young man, who inspired
the first National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights"--
Provided by publisher.
____#536OIN7  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8.1  $31.75

The heroes of Olympus. Book one,The lost hero :the graphic novel
By Venditti, Robert  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of "The Lost Hero" in which Jason, Piper,
and Leo, three students from a school for "bad kids," find themselves at
Camp Half-Blood, where they learn that they are demigods and begin a
quest to free Hera, who has been imprisoned by Mother Earth herself.
____#541WAP3  2014  IL:5-8  $12.99

The heroes of Olympus. Book two,The son of Neptune :the graphic
novel
By Venditti, Robert  Dewey: 741.5
Demigod Percy Jackson, still with no memory, and his new friends from
Camp Jupiter, Hazel and Frank, go on a quest to free Death, but their
bigger task is to unite the Greek and Roman camps so that the Prophecy
of Seven can be fulfilled.
____#541WAU4  2017  IL:5-8  $12.99

The hired girl
By Schlitz, Laura Amy  Dewey: -Fic-
Fourteen-year-old Joan Skraggs, just like the heroines in her beloved
novels, yearns for real life and true love. But what hope is there for
adventure, beauty, or art on a hardscrabble farm in Pennsylvania where
the work never ends? Over the summer of 1911, Joan pours her heart out
into her diary as she seeks a new, better life for herself--because maybe,
just maybe, a hired girl cleaning and cooking for six dollars a week can
become what a farm girl could only dream of--a woman with a future.
____#541TBY5  2015  IL:YA  $10.99

Hollow dolls
By Connolly, MarcyKate  Dewey: -Fic-
Freed after Lady Aisling is destroyed, mind-reader Simone sets off to
find her family but as she delves deeper into her history, she learns truths
she never could have imagined.
____#542VIN4  2020  IL:5-8  $25.99

House arrest
By Holt, K. A  Dewey: -Fic-
Timothy, sentenced to house arrest for stealing, keeps a journal into
which he documents his fears and frustrations.
____#511NBO1  2015  IL:5-8  RL:4  $8.99

House of dreams : the life of L. M. Montgomery
By Rosenberg, Liz  Dewey: 813
Chronicles the life and career of Canadian author Lucy Maud
Montgomery, creator of "Anne of Green Gables."
____#540WZT2  2018  IL:5-8  $17.99

The human body : get under the skin with science activities for kids
By Reilly, Kathleen M  Dewey: 612
Explains the workings of the different systems of the human body,
covering the cardiovascular, respiratory, and digestive systems, muscles,
bones, cells, skin, the brain, senses, reproduction, and diseases and
immunity, and provides instructions for related projects and activities.
____#542IRQ1  2019  IL:5-8  $9.99

The hyena scientist
By Montgomery, Sy  Dewey: 599.74
" . . . sets the record straight about one of history's most hated and
misunderstood mammals, while featuring the groundbreaking, pioneering
research of a female scientist in a predominately male field . . . As a
scientist studying one of the only mammalian societies led entirely by
females, zoologist Kay Holecamp has made it her life's work to
understand hyenas, the fascinating, complex creatures that are playful,
social, and highly intelligent--almost nothing like the mangy monsters of
pop culture lore"--Provided by publisher.
____#539BMO8  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.5  $18.99

I'm a JavaScript games maker. Advanced coding
By Wainewright, Max  Dewey: 794.8
A step by step guide to learning programming with JavaScript.
____#532WVA4  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.7  $27.60

If we were giants
By Matthews, Dave  Dewey: -Fic-
Fourteen-year-old Kirra must summon the courage to face her own
mistakes before she can help save her peaceful community from a
gigantic threat.
____#542ZYB8  2020  IL:3-6  $16.99

The importance of wings
By Friedman, Robin  Dewey: -Fic-
Although she longs to be an all-American girl, Roxanne, a timid, Israeli-
born thirteen-year-old who idolizes Wonder Woman, begins to see things
differently when the supremely confident Liat, also from Israel, moves
into the cursed house next door and they become friends.
____#504AGF3  2009  IL:5-8  RL:4  $22.99

India
By Brooks, Susie  Dewey: 954
An exploration of India, covering its history, economy, people, towns,
food customs, and more.
____#524XOP9  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $31.95

Information literacy and fake news
By Dakers, Diane  Dewey: 302.23
". . . examines the elements of journalism, truth and perspective, sources
of news, as well as bias and objectivity to help readers make informed
choices about the accuracy of news and information. Readers will gain an
understanding of what journalism is and how the medium can shape the
message being presented"--OCLC.
____#540CVX9  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.5  $46.98

Islam
By Marsico, Katie  Dewey: 297
Looks at Islam through the perspectives of history, geography, civics, and
economics.
____#526SSD9  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.6  $29.96

It all comes down to this Jasmine skies
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By English, Karen  Dewey: -Fic-
"In the summer of 1965, Sophie's family becomes the first African
Americans to move into their upper middle-class neighborhood in Los
Angeles. When riots erupt in nearby Watts, she learns that life and her
own place in it are a lot more complicated than they had seemed"--
Provided by publisher.
____#529VTO1  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.4  $7.99

By Brahmachari, Sita  Dewey: -Fic-
"Fourteen-year-old Mira Levenson travels from London to Kolkata to
meet her aunt and her cousin and to find out why the families haven't
spoken in years"--Provided by publisher.
____#537SJL9  2014  IL:5-8  RL:5.7  $7.99

John Lewis and desegregation
By Boehme, Gerry  Dewey: 328.73
A biography of Georgia congressman John Lewis, focusing on his
activities on behalf of civil rights.
____#522EKS2  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $34.21

Judaism
By Marsico, Katie  Dewey: 296
Looks at Judaism through the perspectives of history, geography, civics,
and economics.
____#526SSE7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $29.96

Just a drop of water
By Cerra, Kerry O'Malley  Dewey: -Fic-
"Jake and Sam are best friends, but after the attacks on September 11,
their friendship is in danger of crumbling as Sam and his family succumb
to hatred for being Muslim American"--Provided by publisher.
____#5412DP4  2014  IL:5-8  RL:4  $7.99

Just like me
By Cavanaugh, Nancy J  Dewey: -Fic-
In this story about unlikely friendships and finding your place in the
world, three very different girls, adopted as babies from the same
Chinese orphanage, spend a week at a summer camp, where the adoption
agency coordinator wants them to journal their "bonding" experience.
____#517DVA1  2016  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $12.99

Kenneth Grahame's The wind in the willows
By Peters, Stephanie True  Dewey: 741.5
"Toad is not a bad guy. It's just that he really really loves cars. And
whenever he finds out how fast a car can go, Toad tends to end up in big
trouble"--Publisher.
____#523WNQ8  2017  IL:5-8  $41.99

Krysia : a Polish girl's stolen childhood during World War II
By Mihulka, Krystyna  Dewey: 940.53
"Few people are aware that in the aftermath of German and Soviet
invasions and division of Poland, more than 1.5 million people were
deported from their homes in Eastern Poland to remote parts of Russia.
Half of them died in labor camps and prisons or simply vanished, some
were drafted into the Russian army, and a small number returned to
Poland after the war. Those who made it out of Russia alive were lucky--
and nine-year-old Krystyna Mihulka was among them. In this childhood
memoir, Mihulka tells of her family's deportation, under cover of
darkness and at gunpoint, and their life as prisoners on a Soviet
communal farm in Kazakhstan, where they endured starvation and illness
and witnessed death for more than two years"--Provided by publisher.
____#526ESDX  2017  IL:5-8  RL:5  $17.99

The last cherry blossom
By Burkinshaw, Kathleen  Dewey: -Fic-
"Yuriko is happy growing up in Hiroshima when it's just her and Papa.
But her aunt Kimiko and her cousin Genji are living with them now, and
the family is only getting bigger with talk of a double marriage! And
while things are changing at home, the world beyond their doors is even
more unpredictable. World War II is coming to an end, and Japan's fate is
not entirely clear, with any battle losses being hidden from its people.
Yuriko is used to the sirens and air raid drills, but things start to feel more
real when the neighbors who have left to fight stop coming home. When
the atomic bomb hits Hiroshima, it's through Yuriko's twelve-year-old
eyes that we witness the devastation and horror"--Dust jacket.
____#522ZNL0  2016  IL:5-8  RL:6.5  $16.99

The last last-day-of-summer
By Giles, L. R  Dewey: -Fic-
"When adventurous cousins Otto and Sheed Alston accidentally extend
the last day of summer by freezing time, they find the secrets between the
unmoving seconds are not as much fun as they expected"--Provided by
publisher.
____#541YBP3  2019  IL:5-8  $16.99

Laverne Cox
By Staley, Erin  Dewey: 306.76
A biography of actress Laverne Cox focusing on her struggle to come to
terms with her gender identity, her work as an activist, and her success as
the first openly transgender actor nominated for an Emmy award.
____#524CHF2  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $37.10

LGBT families : lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
By Poole, Hilary W  Dewey: 306.874086
"Discusses the many types of LGBT families and shows how being
different need not be an impediment to being happy."--Publisher.
____#521XNR1  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7  $20.95

LGBTQ rights
By Hyde, Natalie  Dewey: 306.76
"From the Compton's Cafeteria and Stonewall riots in the 1960s, to the
decriminalization of homosexuality, and marriage rights, this thoughtful
title examines the continuing fight for LGBTQ human and legal rights.
Using fascinating primary and secondary source material, readers will
gain insight into this evolving rights movement and be encouraged to
think critically about the concepts of rights and freedoms in democratic
societies. The effects of harmful stereotypes with respect to sexual
orientation and gender identity are also discussed"--Provided by
publisher.
____#535HJP0  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $31.32

The life and death of Malcolm X
By Vietze, Andrew  Dewey: 320.546
Chronicles the life and career of political activist Malcom X.
____#536ESC6  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.5  $31.75

The life and death of Martin Luther King Jr. The Little Rock desegregation crisis
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By Vietze, Andrew  Dewey: 323
Looks at the life of civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.
____#536ESE2  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7  $31.75

By Lusted, Marcia Amidon  Dewey: 379.2
"In fall of 1957, nine black students approached the all-white Central
High School in Little Rock, Arkansas. The students, who became known
as the Little Rock Nine, were testing a 1954 Supreme Court ruling that
declared segregation illegal. Their actions led to a standoff, with the state
National Guard ordered to bar the students' entry.Weeks later, federal
troops sent by President Eisenhower arrived to escort them inside.
Readers will find themselves experiencing the desegregation crisis and a
time of clashingattitudes that would affect all Little Rock's students,
black and white, and the rest of the country's as well."--Provided by
publisher.
____#536ESG9  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $31.75

A long walk to water : a novel : based on a true story
By Park, Linda Sue  Dewey: -Fic-
When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, eleven-year-old
Salva becomes separated from his family and must walk with other
Dinka tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya in
search of safe haven. Based on the life of Salva Dut, who, after
emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig water wells in
Sudan.
____#507VMD0  2010  IL:5-8  $7.99

Madam C.J. Walker : the inspiring life story of the hair care
entrepreneur
By Stille, Darlene R  Dewey: 338.7
"Describes the life and times of African American entrepreneur C.J.
Walker"--Provided by publisher.
____#523QCG8  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $36.65

Major Impossible
By Hale, Nathan  Dewey: 551
Looks at geologist, explorer, and soldier John Powell Wesley with
emphasis on his participation in the Colorado River Exploring
Expedition.
____#542TLZ1  2019  IL:3-6  $12.59

Mango Delight
By Hyman, Fracaswell  Dewey: -Fic-
"When seventh-grader Mango Delight Fuller accidentally breaks her BFF
Brooklyn's new cell phone, her life falls apart. She loses her friends and
her spot on the track team, and even costs her father his job as a chef. But
Brooklyn's planned revenge--sneakily signing up Mango to audition for
the school musical--backfires when Mango not only wins the lead role,
but becomes a YouTube sensation and attracts the attention of the
school's queen bee, Hailey Jo ... Soon Mango finds herself forced to
make tough choices about the kind of friend she wants to have ... and,
just as important, the kind of friend she wants to be."--Provided by
publisher.
____#529YFTX  2017  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $9.99

Manhattan : mapping the story of an island
By Thermes, Jennifer  Dewey: 974.7
"An innovative look back through time, Manhattan Maps follows the
history of Manhattan Island from its natural formation to the bustling city
today. It explores the ways in which nature and people are connected,
tracking the people who lived on Manhattan from the Lenape Indians to
Dutch settlers hunting for beaver pelts to early Americans and beyond,
and how they've (literally) shaped the island (and vice versa). Jen
Thermes highlights watershed moments where nature demanded action
of New Yorkers--the Great Fire of 1835, the Great Blizzard of 1888, and
Hurricane Sandy in 2012. In special sidebars, she closely traces specific
threads of history and their lasting impact today--New York as a hub for
immigration and the slave trade, for example" -- Provided by publisher.
____#542JBA0  2019  IL:5-8  $15.54

March forward, girl : from young warrior to Little Rock Nine
By Beals, Melba  Dewey: 323.092
A member of the Little Rock Nine shares her memories of growing up in
the South under Jim Crow.
____#535SOF5  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5.5  $7.99

Martin Luther King Jr. and peaceful protest
By Spence, Kelly  Dewey: 323
A biography of the civil right leader Martin Luther King Jr.
____#522EKY1  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.3  $34.21

Maya Lin : thinking with her hands
By Rubin, Susan Goldman  Dewey: 720.92
"...A biography of civic activist Maya Lin, most famous for her design of
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C., is one of the most famous pieces of civic architecture
in the world. But most people are not as familiar with the reserved
college student who entered and won the design competition to build it.
This ... biography tells the story of Maya Lin, from her struggle to stick
with her vision of the memorial to the wide variety of works she has
created since then..."--Provided by publisher.
____#531OPS1  2017  IL:5-8  $20.99

Meet me at the well : the girls and women of the Bible
By Yolen, Jane  Dewey: 221.9
A retelling of Bible stories from the point of view of twelve Biblical
women including Eve, Sarah, Rebecca, Queen Esther, and more.
____#536XQP9  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $49.99

Midnight without a moon
By Jackson, Linda Williams  Dewey: -Fic-
Rose Lee Carter, a thirteen-year-old African-American girl, dreams of
life beyond the Mississippi cotton fields during the summer of 1955, but
when Emmett Till is murdered and his killers are unjustly acquitted, Rose
is torn between seeking her destiny outside of Mississippi or staying and
being a part of an important movement.
____#526ZYM0  2017  IL:5-8  RL:5.6  $7.99
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Miep and the most famous diary : the woman who rescued Anne
Frank's diary
By Pincus, Meeg  Dewey: 940.53
When the Frank family and others are found and arrested during World
War II, Miep Gies hides young Anne's papers from the Nazis and later is
instrumental in having her beloved friend's diary published.
____#542NNJ7  2019  IL:5-8  $17.99

Miles Morales, Spider-Man
By Reynolds, Jason  Dewey: -Fic-
"Brooklyn Visions Academy student Miles Morales may not always want
to be a super hero, but he must come to terms with his identity--and deal
with a villainous teacher--as the new Spider Man"-- Provided by
publisher.
____#540AUQ1  2017  IL:AD  $9.99

Military entrepreneurs
By Hudak, Heather C  Dewey: 623
"Entrepreneurs who work and create businesses related to military
services are instrumental in ensuring duty members and civilians are able
to stay safe and protect themselves. From medical training methods to
smart military vehicles and robotic technologies, this . . . title introduces
readers to the ways entrepreneurs innovate in the military field. Detailed
case studies of successful entrepreneurs . . . help readers understand the
principles of entrepreneurship"--Provided by publisher.
____#539OWD3  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.4  $41.40

The military GPS : cutting-edge global positioning system
By Gray, Judy Silverstein  Dewey: 623
"GPS technology is used in everything from our satellite systems to cell
phones. But the first GPS was developed for military use. How does GPS
actually work? Who takes care of the vast constellation of satellites that
are needed to make these systems function? Through interviews with
solders who use GPS every day, learn about the Global Positioning
System and how to prepare for a career in the military"--Back cover.
____#522EQB7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $27.93

Minecon
By Gregory, Josh  Dewey: 794.8
"In this book, readers will learn all about Minecon, the annual convention
of Minecraft players and game designers where . . . things are . . . sure to
happen. Includes table of contents, glossary, and index--as well as
sources for further reading"--Provided by publisher.
____#540RVP9  2019  IL:5-8  $29.96

Minecraft MMORPG
By Gregory, Josh  Dewey: 794.8
"With more than 100 million players around the world, Minecraft is one
of the most popular video games of all time. Its unique design
encourages players to use their creativity and problem solving skills to
build entire worlds from scratch. In this book, readers will discover how
creative players have built a massively-multiplayer online version of
Minecraft where huge groups of players can explore and create together.
Includes table of contents, glossary, and index--as well as sources for
further reading"-- Provided by publisher.
____#540RVS3  2019  IL:5-8  RL:7  $29.96

Minecraft. Story mode
By Gregory, Josh  Dewey: 794.8
"In this book, readers will get an introduction to 'Minecraft: Story Mode,'
the adventure game series that allows players to direct the course of a . . .
story set in the world of Minecraft"--Back cover.
____#540RVT1  2019  IL:5-8  RL:7  $29.96

Minecraft: virtual reality
By Gregory, Josh  Dewey: 794.8
"In this book, readers will learn how they can use virtual reality
technology to explore Minecraft in a whole new way"--Provided by
publisher.
____#540RVW6  2019  IL:5-8  $29.96

Mira in the present tense
By Brahmachari, Sita  Dewey: -Fic-
Mira Levenson uses her diary to try and make sense of friendship,
puberty, death, and other aspects of life as she approaches her twelfth
birthday.
____#537SJQX  2015  IL:5-8  RL:5.5  $7.99

Missiles : self-guided explosives
By Rice, Earle  Dewey: 358.1
"Firing Hellfire missiles in Afghanistan, launching Tomahawk cruise
missiles from a destroyer, and manning the underground launch control
panel for nuclear warheads are all part of America's military missile
program. Through firsthand accounts from soldiers, learn about the
innovation, development, and use of missiles and get an inside look at the
military training involved"--Back cover frame.
____#522EQD3  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7  $27.93

Mission Python : code a space adventure game!
By McManus, Sean  Dewey: 005.13
"A space-themed guide to building a complete computer game in
Python"--Publisher.
____#542XIM9  2018  IL:5-8  $23.95

Momentous events in the life of a cactus
By Bowling, Dusti  Dewey: -Fic-
After navigating middle school, ninth-grader Aven, born without arms,
struggles with the challenges of high school, which test her confidence,
strength, and sense of self.
____#542HMO2  2019  IL:5-8  $9.99

Monet
By Stamford, Tasha  Dewey: 759.4
Explores the life and works of impressionist painter Claude Monet.
____#509JMU4  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.7  $23.95

A monster calls : a novel
By Ness, Patrick  Dewey: -Fic-
Thirteen-year-old Conor awakens one night to find a monster outside his
bedroom window, but not the one from the recurring nightmare that
began when his mother became ill--an ancient, wild creature that wants
him to face truth and loss.
____#541FIC7  2011  IL:YA  $12.00

A monster like me
By Swore, Wendy S  Dewey: -Fic-
Convinced that if she looks like a monster on the outside (a blood tumor
covers half of her face), she must be a monster on the inside as well,
Sophie tries to find a cure before her mother finds out the truth.
____#541WUA6  2019  IL:5-8  $16.99

Monstrous : the lore, gore, and science behind your favorite
monsters
By Beccia, Carlyn  Dewey: 001.944
". . . delves into the history and science behind eight legendary creatures,
from Bigfoot and the kraken to zombies and more"--Provided by
publisher.
____#542TMD9  2019  IL:5-8  $19.99
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The moon is up
By Tamaki, Mariko  Dewey: -Fic-
"As the camp gears up for the big Galaxy Wars competition,Jo and the
gang get some help from an unexpected visitor--a Moon Pirate!"--
Amazon.com.
____#539OTPX  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5  $8.09

Moving water in Minecraft
By Hellebuyck, Adam  Dewey: 794.8
Shows how STEAM skills can be used in Minecraft to build irrigation
systems and to build structures in and around water.
____#541ZOG0  2019  IL:5-8  $20.95

The murder of Emmett Till
By Toth, Henrietta  Dewey: 364.1
An introduction to the circumstances surrounding the murder of Emmett
Till, a fourteen-year-old boy from Chicago who visited family in
Mississippi in 1955.
____#536ESLX  2018  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $31.75

Native American code talkers
By Eboch, M. M  Dewey: 940.54
Contains a history of the Navajo code talkers, Native Americans who
devised codes using their native languages that were used by the United
States military in World War II and never broken.
____#510RHV2  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $25.95

Nerves of steel : the incredible true story of how one woman followed
her dreams, stayed true to herself, and saved 148 lives
By Shults, Tammie Jo  Dewey: 363.12
"The amazing story of pilot Tammie Jo Shults, adapted for young
readers! Tammie Jo worked hard, had faith, stayed true to herself, and
overcame every obstacle on her journey to becoming a navy pilot. Years
later, those lessons served her well as she was put in the right place at the
right time to safely land a crippled plane and save 148 lives"--Provided
by publisher.
____#542QNM0  2019  IL:5-8  $16.99

Night on fire
By Kidd, Ronald  Dewey: -Fic-
"When Billie hears about a group calling themselves the Freedom Riders
passing through Anniston to protest segregation on buses, she thinks
change could be coming. But instead of embracing change, Billie's town
responds with violence, and she finds herself at Forsyth & Sons Grocery
watching a bus burn. Shocked by the actions of people she thought she
knew, she realizes that freedom has a cost. But is she brave enough to
stand up and fight for it?"--Dust jacket.
____#537CZK5  2015  IL:5-8  RL:4  $7.99

No ordinary day
By Ellis, Deborah  Dewey: -Fic-
Valli has always been afraid of the lepers living on the other side of the
train tracks in the coal town of Jharia, India, so when a chance encounter
with a doctor reveals she also has leprosy, Valli rejects help and begins an
uncertain life on the streets.
____#510BIE9  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.4  $9.95

Number the stars
By Lowry, Lois  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old
Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps
shelter her Jewish friend from the Nazis.
____#511SQJ1  1989  IL:5-8  RL:4.5  $7.99

Olympic gold 1936 : how the image of Jesse Owens crushed Hitler's
evil myth
By Burgan, Michael  Dewey: 796.48
Examines the impact of the gold medal winning performance of African
American runner Jesse Owens at the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games on the
Nazi views of Hitler's Germany.
____#527PTA8  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.3  $35.32

Operatic
By Maclear, Kyo  Dewey: 741.5
"It's almost the end of middle school, and Charlie has to find her perfect
song for a music class assignment. The class learns about a different style
of music each day, from hip-hop to metal to disco, but it's hard for
Charlie to concentrate when she can't stop noticing her classmate Emile,
or wondering about Luka, who hasn't been to school in weeks. On top of
everything, she has been talked into participating in an end-of-year
performance with her best friends. Then, the class learns about opera, and
Charlie discovers the music of Maria Callas. The more she learns about
Maria's life, the more Charlie admires her passion for singing and her
ability to express herself fully through her music"--Amazon.
____#541SUL0  2019  IL:5-8  $16.95

Out of the box
By Mulder, Michelle  Dewey: -Fic-
Ellie, spending the summer with her aunt, is happy to escape the tense
atmosphere in her own home, and when she finds a bandoneon, an
instrument from Argentina, in her aunt's basement and goes in search of
its original owner, she uncovers a story that helps her understand what
has gone wrong in her family.
____#54825D6  2011  IL:5-8  RL:5.6  $9.99

Outdoor photography
By Hamilton, John  Dewey: 778.9
"In this title, budding photographers will learn how to take great
landscape and wildlife photographs. Using simple text and dramatic
photographs as examples, all the basics will becovered, including
choosing the right cameras and lenses, composition, shutter speeds, depth
of field, plus special field equipment used by today's top photographers.
Also covered are the basics of making image adjustments in the digital
darkroom. Readers will also learn about the history of landscape
photography and top photographers in the field"--Provided by publisher.
____#542PNUX  2019  IL:5-8  $21.95

The owls have come to take us away
By Smith, Ronald L  Dewey: -Fic-
After something strange happens during a camping trip, twelve-year-old
alien-obsessed Simon suspects he has been abducted, but was it real or
just his overactive imagination?
____#541PJL1  2019  IL:5-8  $7.99

Pants project
By Clarke, Cat  Dewey: -Fic-
"Eleven-year-old Liv fights to change the middle school dresscode
requiring girls to wear a skirt and, along the way, finds the courage to tell
his moms he is meant to be a boy.'--OCLC.
____#528COK6  2017  IL:5-8  RL:4.7  $15.99

Pathfinders : the journeys of 16 extraordinary Black souls
By Bolden, Tonya  Dewey: 920.0092
" ... a collective biography of sixteen diverse American men and women
of African descent who made their mark on American history in the 18th
to 20th centuries. People who dared to dream, take risks, and create goals
not only for themselves, but for others and the betterment of their society,

Patterns and numbers in Minecraft
By Hellebuyck, Adam  Dewey: 794.8
Shows how mathematics can be used in Minecraft to build architectual
shapes.
____#541ZOE4  2019  IL:5-8  $20.95
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too."--Amazon.com.
____#526RLB5  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $18.65

Pencils, pens, & brushes : a great girls' to Disney animation
By Johnson, Mindy  Dewey: 791.43
Looks at the women who worked at Disney Animation from the 1920s
through the 1950s featuring story artists, animators, inkers, painters, and
more.
____#542PMW9  2019  IL:3-6  $17.99

Percy Jackson & the Olympians. Book five,The last Olympian :the
graphic novel
By Venditti, Robert  Dewey: 741.5
The long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy Jackson's sixteenth
birthday unfolds as he leads an army of young demigods to stop Kronos
in his advance on New York City, while the Olympians struggle to
contain the rampaging monster, Typhon.
____#542HDJ6  2019  IL:5-8  $12.99

Percy Jackson & the Olympians. Book four,The battle of the
labyrinth :the graphic novel
By Venditti, Robert  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of "The Battle of the Labyrinth" in which
Percy hurries to Camp Half-Blood after his high school is invaded by
demonic cheerleaders, and joins his demigod friends on a quest through
the Labyrinth, while the war between the Olympians and the evil Titan
lord Kronos draws near.
____#541SWC1  2018  IL:5-8  $12.99

Percy Jackson & the Olympians. Book one,The lightning thief : the
graphic novel
By Venditti, Robert  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of "The Lightning Thief" in which Percy,
expelled from six schools for being unable to control his temper, learns
the truth from his mother that his father is the Greek god Poseidon, and is
sent to Camp Half Blood, a special camp to prepare him to stop a war
among the gods.
____#541WAS8  2010  IL:5-8  $9.99

The perfect place
By Harris, Teresa E  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Treasure Daniels and her younger sister must move in
with Great-aunt Grace until their mother sorts herself out, but life in
Black Lake, Virginia, where segregation lingers, is hard and Grace is a
nightmare--at least on the surface.
____#511WGP3  2014  IL:5-8  RL:4.5  $7.99

Phillis Wheatley : the inspiring life story of the American poet
By Doak, Robin S  Dewey: 811
"Describes the life and times of Phillis Wheatley, the first published
African-American female poet"--Provided by publisher.
____#523QCH6  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $36.65

The playbook : 52 rules to aim, shoot, and score in this game called
life
By Alexander, Kwame  Dewey: 796.01
"Kwame Alexander shares poetry and inspiring lessons about the rules of
life, as well as uplifting quotes from athletes such as Stephen Curry and
Venus Williams and other exemplars like Sonia Sotomayor and Michelle
Obama in this motivational and inspirational book just right for graduates
of any age and anyone needing a little encouragement"--Provided by
publisher.
____#527WKL7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.7  $14.99

Playing Juliet
By Wetzel, JoAnne  Dewey: -Fic-
"Beth Sondquist, age twelve and a half, dreams of playing the part of
Juliet. But all her hopes for an acting career come crashing down when
the Oakfield Children's Theater is slated to be closed"--Provided by
publisher.
____#513ZMD9  2015  IL:5-8  RL:4.4  $15.99

Pocahontas : facilitating exchange between the Powhatan and the
Jamestown settlers
By Nagle, Jeanne  Dewey: 975.501
A biography of Pocahontas, a Powhatan Indian woman who befriended
early American colonists, discussing her childhood, her marriage to an
Englishman, and her early death after travelling to England.
____#531XYO1  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.3  $18.80

A primary source investigation of Ellis Island
By Merrick, Caitlin  Dewey: 325.73
Examines the history of Ellis Island Immigration Station, using primary
source documents.
____#511UOF7  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.5  $34.45

A primary source investigation of the Trail of Tears
By Klar, Jeremy  Dewey: 975.004
Examines the relocation of the Cherokee Indians, known as the Trail of
Tears, using primary source documents.
____#511UOUX  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8  $35.45

Professional gaming careers
By Edwards, Sue Bradford  Dewey: 796
"Explores E-Sports as a professional career. Learn about competitions,
sponsorship, and live streams that lead professional gamers to the top of
the gaming world. Includes glossary, index, and bibliography for further
reading"--Provided by publisher.
____#531UAG2  2018  IL:5-8  RL:8.8  $19.99

Projectile science : the physics behind kicking a field goal and
launching a rocket with science activities for kids
By Wood, Matthew Brenden  Dewey: 531
Looks at the physics behind the movement of projectiles.
____#542PJA7  2018  IL:5-8  $12.99

Raoul Wallenberg : Swedish diplomat and hero of the Holocaust
By Idzikowski, Lisa  Dewey: 940.54
A brief biography of Swedish diplomat and hero of the Jewish Holocaust,
Raoul Wallenberg.
____#536ETH4  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $31.75

Rebound
By Alexander, Kwame  Dewey: -Fic-
In the summer of 1988, twelve-year-old Chuck Bell is sent to stay with
his grandparents, where he discovers jazz and basketball and learns more
about his family's past.
____#539BFA2  2018  IL:5-8  RL:4.3  $16.99

Red berries, white clouds, blue sky
By Dallas, Sandra  Dewey: -Fic-
"After Pearl Harbor is bombed by the Japanese, twelve-year-old Tomi
and her Japanese-American family are split up and forced to leave their
California home to live in internment camps in New Mexico and
Colorado"--Provided by the publisher.
____#5399HK6  2014  IL:5-8  RL:4.7  $15.95

The red pyramid : the graphic novel The religion and beliefs of ancient India
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By Collar, Orpheus  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of "The Red Pyramid" in which brilliant
Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane accidentally unleashes the Egyptian god
Set, who banishes the doctor to oblivion and forces his two children to
embark on a dangerous journey, bringing them closer to the truth about
their family and its links to a secret order that has existed since the time
of the pharaohs.
____#541WARX  2012  IL:5-8  $12.99

By Henneberg, Susan  Dewey: 294
Explores Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism, the religions of ancient
India, discussing the rituals practiced and deities worshipped.
____#524FJJ9  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.1  $31.75

The Renaissance artists : with history projects for kids
By Taylor, Diane C  Dewey: 709.02
"Introduces readers ages 10 through 15 to the Italian Renaissance as it
was experienced by five of the world's most renowned artists: Sandro
Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, and Titian. Kids
learn about the biographies of these Renaissance artists through the
perspective of three to four major works of art that not only defined that
artist's career but also created a cultural legacy that still resonates in the
world today"--Provided by publisher.
____#541PHT2  2018  IL:5-8  $9.99

The Renaissance explorers : with history projects for kids
By Klepeis, Alicia  Dewey: 910.92
Looks at explorers during the Renaissance including Niccolo de' Conti,
Bartolomeu Dias, Vasco da Gama, Pero da Covilha, and Ferdinand
Magellan.
____#541PHS4  2018  IL:5-8  $9.99

The Renaissance inventors : with history projects for kids
By Klepeis, Alicia  Dewey: 940.2
"Readers 10 through 15 explore the period of European history from the
fourteenth to seventeenth centuries while focusing on the biographies of
five inventors from that time and the creations they brought to the world.
The lives of Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo Galilei, Leon Battista Alberti,
Johannes Gutenberg, and Gerardus Mercator are brought to life as kids
discover the challenges these men faced and the discoveries they made
using their critical and creative thinking skills combined with their
passion for science and engineering"--Provided by publisher.
____#541PHU0  2018  IL:5-8  $9.99

The Renaissance thinkers : with history projects for kids
By Taylor, Diane C  Dewey: 940.2
"Introduces readers ages 10 through 15 to the biographies of five of the
most influential scientists and philosophers of the Renaissance era,
including Filippo Brunelleschi, Machiavelli, Copernicus, Thomas More,
and Francis Bacon. All of these men made huge leaps in philosophical
and scientific thought and introduced concepts to the world that have
resonated for centuries"--Provided by publisher.
____#541PHR6  2018  IL:5-8  $9.99

Renewable energy : discover the fuel of the future with 20 projects
By Sneideman, Joshua  Dewey: 333.79
Examines the sources of renewable energy and weighs the pros and cons
of different energy sources to enable readers to make their own informed
opinions about which resources are the best choice for different uses.
Offers twenty hands-on activities as well as links to online primary
sources.
____#540FAS4  2016  IL:5-8  $12.99

Renoir
By Miller, Sabine  Dewey: 759.4
Explores the life and works of impressionist painter Pierre-August
Renoir.
____#509JMV2  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $23.95

Rocket to the moon!
By Brown, Don  Dewey: 629.45
A nonfiction graphic novel that explores the people and technology that
made the moon landing possible.
____#541WBB6  2019  IL:3-6  $12.59

Rockets & satellites : surveillance from space
By Rice, Earle  Dewey: 358
"Teaches students ... about the rockets that launch satellites, how
satellites are used, and how the military uses secret space planes and test
vehicles that are ready to spy from space or engage in any possible space
wars"--Provided by publisher.
____#522EPXX  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.7  $27.93

Rosa Parks and the Montgomery Bus Boycott
By McCormick, Anita Louise  Dewey: 323
Chronicles the events surrounding the Montgomery Bus Boycott in
Montgomery, Alabama in 1955.
____#536ESM8  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $31.75

Rosa Parks : civil rights activist
By Hurt, Avery Elizabeth  Dewey: 323
". . . explores Rosa Parks's childhood experiences with racism as well as
her lifetime of work in the struggle for equality to present a fully realized
portrait of a woman who was much more than a timid seamstress who
had had enough."--Provided by publisher.
____#536ETB5  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.3  $31.75

Ruth Bader Ginsburg : the case of R.B.G. vs. inequality
By Winter, Jonah  Dewey: 347.73
Looks at the life of Ruth Ginsburg the second woman named to the
United States Supreme Court.
____#531NRM0  2017  IL:K-3  RL:3.6  $15.54

School fears
By Poole, Hilary W  Dewey: 370.15
Introduces readers to the most common anxieties and fears about going
to school and provides advice about how these fears can be conquered.
____#530XRY7  2018  IL:5-8  RL:6.4  $20.95

Secret soldiers : how the U.S. Twenty-Third Special Troops fooled
the Nazis
By Janeczko, Paul B  Dewey: 940.54
Explores the contributions made by the ". . . United States Twenty-Third
Headquarters Special Troops, also known as the Ghost Army, which
included actors, camouflage experts, sound engineers, painters, and set
designers, who used their skills to secretly and systematiclly replace
fighting units, fool the Nazi army into believing what their eyes and ears
told them, even though the sights and sounds of tanks and war machines

Seeing gender : an illustrated guide to identity and expression
By Gottlieb, Iris  Dewey: 305.3
". . . an of-the-moment investigation into how we express and understand
the complexities of gender today. Deeply researched and fully illustrated,
this book demystifies an intensely personal--yet universal--facet of
humanity. Illustrating a different concept on each spread, queer author
and artist Iris Gottlieb touches on history, science, sociology, and her
own experience of the sometimes confusing process of navigating ones'
identity . . . gender and sexuality in the 21st century"--Provided by
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and troops were entirely fabricated"--Adapted fromdust jacket.
____#542FPA7  2019  IL:5-8  $19.99

publisher.
____#542PSC9  2019  IL:AD  $26.99

Separation anxiety
By Poole, Hilary W  Dewey: 155.4
Introduces readers to the most common anxieties and fears about
separation from parents or other loved ones and provides advice about
how these fears can be conquered.
____#530XSB6  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.1  $20.95

Serafina and the black cloak
By Beatty, Robert  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1899, a twelve-year-old rat catcher on North Carolina's Biltmore estate
teams up with the estate owner's young nephew to battle a great evil and,
in the process, unlocks the puzzle of her past.
____#541VBO6  2015  IL:3-6  $7.99

Shackles from the deep : tracing the path of a sunken slave ship, a
bitter past, and a rich legacy
By Cottman, Michael H  Dewey: 382.4409
"Presents an investigation into the wreck of the Henrietta Marie and how
it reflects the tragic history of slavery in England, West Africa, the
Caribbean and America."--OCLC.
____#526VJZ2  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $27.90

Showstopper
By Fiedler, Lisa  Dewey: -Fic-
"After the successful first performance by the Random Farm Kids'
Theater troupe, founder and director twelve-year-old Anya Wallach turns
her attention to their second show. But trouble rears its head when their
barn venue is jeopardized. Is the second show doomed before they even
start rehearsal?"--Provided by the publisher.
____#513BLS1  2015  IL:5-8  RL:6.4  $11.99

Sight and sound in Minecraft
By Hellebuyck, Adam  Dewey: 794.8
Shows how STEAM skills can be used in Minecraft to incorporate art
and music into the interactive worlds.
____#541ZOF2  2019  IL:5-8  $20.95

The silent boy
By Lowry, Lois  Dewey: -Fic-
Young Katy Thatcher, the daughter of the town doctor, becomes friends
with Jacob, a teenager who is "touched in the head," which allows her to
understand what really happened when the unwanted infant of Jacob's
sister is found dead.
____#511WHF9  2003  IL:5-8  $7.99

A single shard
By Park, Linda Sue  Dewey: -Fic-
Tree-ear, a thirteen-year-old orphan in medieval Korea, lives under a
bridge near a potters' village, and longs to learn how to throw the delicate
celadon ceramics himself.
____#509DSN2  2001  IL:5-8  $7.99

Sit-ins and nonviolent protest for racial equality
By Hinton, Kerry  Dewey: 323.1196
"In the early 1960s, the civil rights movement brought national attention
to the need for equal treatment for African Americans. Activists
demonstrated their opposition to unfair Jim Crow laws and racial
separation by silently sitting in restaurants and other segregated places.
Sit-ins proved that silence and nonviolent resistance can effectively
combat injustice. Despite their peaceful intentions, protesters often found
themselves targets of people opposed to racial integration. Readers will
learn about the factors behind these groundbreaking protests as well as
the key civil rights figures who rose to prominence during a turbulent era
in United States history."--Provided by publisher.
____#536ESO4  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $31.75

A sky full of stars
By Jackson, Linda Williams  Dewey: -Fic-
In Stillwater, Missippi, in 1955, thirteen-year-old African American Rose
Lee Carter looks to her family and friends to understand her place in the
burgeoning Civil Rights Movement.
____#535YJV8  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.6  $16.99

Slider
By Hautman, Pete  Dewey: -Fic-
"Hoping to win a cash prize in a pizza eating contest after racking up a
tab on his mother's credit card, David must juggle his competitive eating
training with the responsibility of looking after his autistic younger
brother"--OCLC.
____#541CREX  2017  IL:5-8  $7.99

A slip of a girl
By Giff, Patricia Reilly  Dewey: -Fic-
"Set during the Irish Land Wars (1879-1882) this novel in verse follows
Anna Mallon through a series of tragedies as her mother dies, older
sibling immigrate to America, and she and her father and sister with
special needs are about to be evicted from their farm"--Provided by
publisher.
____#542JRJ0  2019  IL:5-8  $50.97

The Solar System : out of this world with science activities for kids
By Lopez, Delano  Dewey: 523.2
An introduction to the Solar System, that includes hands-on STEM
activities and critical thinking exercises related to astronomy and space
exploration.
____#542PPRX  2019  IL:5-8  $12.99

Soldier for equality : Jose de la Luz Saenz and the Great War
By Tonatiuh, Duncan  Dewey: 940.4
"Using his signature illustration style and Jose de la Luz's diary entries
from the war, award-winning author and illustrator Duncan Tonatiuh tells
the story of a Mexican American war hero and his fight for equality"--
Jacket flap.
____#542HDP5  2019  IL:3-6  $15.54

Soldier sister, fly home
By Flood, Bo  Dewey: -Fic-
Half-Navajo, half-white sisters Tess and Gaby are separated when Gaby
drops out of college to join the army. Now as Gaby is deployed to Iraq,
she asks Tess to care for Blue, the spirited horse that Tess dislikes. Tess
struggles with her identity and with missing her sister, and she decides to
spend the summer with her grandmother at sheep camp where tragedy
strikes.
____#523HQX1  2016  IL:5-8  RL:5.9  $49.99

Some places more than others
By Watson, Renee  Dewey: -Fic-
Amara visits her father's family in Harlem for her twelfth birthday,
hoping to better understand her family and herself, but New York City is

The speed of life
By Weston, Carol  Dewey: -Fic-
Missing her mother who died last year, fourteen-year-old Sofia finds an
anonymous outlet for her personal questions and deep, dark secrets in the
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not what she expected.
____#542XMG9  2019  IL:5-8  $40.00

Dear Kate advice columnist, until, much to her horror, Sofia's father
starts dating Kate.
____#528OPU1  2017  IL:5-8  RL:4.3  $14.99

The Spinner prince
By Laney, Matt  Dewey: -Fic-
"In the distant future, when a new species rules the earth, thirteen-year-
old Prince Leo struggles to hide a dangerous and forbidden power he
cannot control while trying to unlock the mysteries of his origins"--
Provided by publisher.
____#537UNN7  2018  IL:5-8  $7.99

A stage full of Shakespeare stories : 12 tales from the Bard, retold for
children
By McAllister, Angela  Dewey: -Fic-
Presents a collection of twelve illustrated retellings of sixteenth-century
playwright and poet William Shakespeare, including "Othello," "Twelfth
Night", "As You Like It", and others.
____#542PQF9  2018  IL:5-8  $19.99

Standing up against hate : how black women in the Army helped
change the course of WWII
By Farrell, Mary Cronk  Dewey: 940.54
"Tells the stories of the African American women who enlisted in the
newly formed Women's Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAC) in World War II.
They quickly discovered that they faced as many obstacles in the armed
forces as they did in everyday life. However, they refused to back down.
They interrupted careers and left family, friends, and loved ones to
venture into unknown and sometimes dangerous territory. They survived
racial prejudice and discrimination with dignity, succeeded in jobs
women had never worked before, and made crucial contributions to the
military war effort. The book centers around Charity Adams, who
commanded the only black WAAC battalion sent overseas and became
the highest ranking African American woman in the military by the end
of the war. Along with Adams's story are those of other black women
who played a crucial role in integrating the armed forces"--Provided by
publisher.
____#541HKC4  2019  IL:5-8  $15.54

This journal belongs to Ratchet
By Cavanaugh, Nancy J  Dewey: -Fic-
Homeschooled by her mechanic-environmentalist father, eleven-year-old
Rachel "Ratchet" Vance records her efforts to make friends, save a park,
remember her mother, and find her own definition of "normal."
____#5158BX1  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $10.99

This journal belongs to Ratchet
By Cavanaugh, Nancy J  Dewey: -Fic-
Homeschooled by her mechanic-environmentalist father, eleven-year-old
Rachel "Ratchet" Vance records her efforts to make friends, save a park,
remember her mother, and find her own definition of "normal."
____#541YPA2  2013  IL:5-8  $10.99

This promise of change : one girl's story in the fight for school
equality
By Boyce, Jo Ann Allen  Dewey: 379.2
"In 1956, one year before federal troops escorted the Little Rock 9 into
Central High School, fourteen year old Jo Ann Allen was one of twelve
African-American students who broke the color barrier and integrated
Clinton High School in Tennessee. At first things went smoothly for the
Clinton 12, but then outside agitators interfered, pitting the townspeople
against one another. Uneasiness turned into anger, and even the Clinton
Twelve themselves wondered if the easier thing to do would be to go
back to their old school. Jo Ann--clear-eyed, practical, tolerant, and
popular among both black and white students---found herself called on as
the spokesperson of the group. But what about just being a regular teen?
This is the heartbreaking and relatable story of her four months thrust
into the national spotlight and as a trailblazer in history. Based on
original research and interviews and featuring backmatter with archival
materials and notes from the authors on the co-writing process"--
Provided by publisher.
____#542YMK8  2019  IL:5-8  $43.00

Thurgood Marshall and Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
By Deibel, Zachary  Dewey: 344.73
Examines the life and achievements of Thurgood Marshall, the first
African-American to serve on the United States Supreme Court,
discussing his role in the case of "Brown v. Board of Education" in 1953
which paved the way for school integration, and his advocacy for civil
rights throughout his career.
____#522EKV7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8.3  $34.21

Trickster Native American tales : a graphic collection
Dewey: 398.2
Collects over twenty trickster stories, in graphic novel format, from
various Native American traditions, including tales about coyotes,
rabbits, ravens, and other crafty creatures and their mischievous
activities.
____#506WXS4  2010  IL:5-8  RL:4.5  $20.99

Tristan Strong punches a hole in the sky
By Mbalia, Kwame  Dewey: -Fic-
Seventh-grader Tristan Strong tumbles into the MidPass and, with allies
John Henry and Brer Rabbit, must entice the god Anansi to come out of
hiding and seal the hole Tristan accidentally ripped in the sky.
____#542KIE0  2019  IL:3-6  $17.99

Under pressure : the science of stress
By Kyi, Tanya Lloyd  Dewey: 616.9
Text and illustrations explore the science behind stress.
____#542XLHX  2019  IL:5-8  $19.99

The unicorn whisperer : another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure
By Simpson, Dana  Dewey: 741.5
"As the magic spells Marigold casts to help Phoebe navigate the
challenges of school life mount up, both Phoebe and Marigold begin to
wonder if sometimes they might be taking things just a little too far"--

Upside down in the middle of nowhere
By Lamana, Julie T  Dewey: -Fic-
At the end of August 2005, ten-year-old Armani is looking forward to her
birthday party in the Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans, where she and
her extended family live, but Hurricane Katrina is on the way, bringing
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OCLC.
____#542UIMX  2019  IL:3-6  $9.99

destruction and tragedy in its wake.
____#5281IJ4  2014  IL:5-8  RL:4.7  $10.49

Using tools and building a city in Minecraft
By Hellebuyck, Adam  Dewey: 794.8
Shows how STEAM skills can be used in Minecraft to build tools and
structures and to map the city.
____#541ZOH9  2019  IL:5-8  $20.95

Van Gogh
By Bailey, Jessica  Dewey: 759.9492
Explores the life and works of post-impressionist painter Vincent Van
Gogh.
____#509JMX9  2016  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $23.95

Verdi for kids : his life and music with 21 activities
By Bauer, Helen  Dewey: 782.1
Examines the life of nineteenth-century Italian composer Giuseppe Verdi,
discussing his childhood, musical training, family tragedies, and
professional setbacks and successes. Includes twenty-one related
activities.
____#5148KB1  2013  IL:5-8  RL:6.8  $13.99

Vincent van Gogh
By Thomson, Ruth  Dewey: 759.9492
A simple look at the life and art of Vincent Van Gogh.
____#516TFP4  2016  IL:5-8  RL:7.4  $31.75

Viva, Rose!
By Krawitz, Susan  Dewey: -Fic-
In El Paso, Texas, in 1915, fourteen-year-old Rose Solomon seeks her
missing brother's return and inadvertently ends up running with Pancho
Villa and his revolutionary army.
____#539FHD7  2017  IL:5-8  RL:5.5  $50.97

Voyager's greatest hits : the epic trek to interstellar space
By Siy, Alexandra  Dewey: 523.4
"A brief history and discussion of the planets and outer space objects
encountered by spacecraft Voyager"--OCLC.
____#529UHB1  2017  IL:5-8  RL:8  $55.99

Waiting to forget
By Welch, Sheila Kelly  Dewey: -Fic-
T.J. has always been protective of his little sister, Angela, taking care of
her when they were left alone and when their mother's boyfriend would
get angry. While in a foster home, T.J. was the only one who could get
Angela out of her bad moods and who understood why she made origami
paper cranes and threw them out the window. When a fall lands Angela
unconscious in a hospital, T.J. thinks about his life and Angela's future.
____#5377IZ2  2011  IL:5-8  RL:6.4  $8.95

War and the military
By Perritano, John  Dewey: 355
Explores military science and technology.
____#522AUT8  2017  IL:5-8  RL:7.9  $23.95

We will not be silent : the White Rose student resistance movement
that defied Adolf Hitler
By Freedman, Russell  Dewey: 943.086
"The true story of the White Rose, a group of students in Nazi Germany
who were active undercover agents of the resistance movement against
Hitler and his regime"--Provided by publisher.
____#520KFB4  2016  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $18.99

The Wednesday wars
By Schmidt, Gary D  Dewey: -Fic-
During the 1967 school year, on Wednesday afternoons when all his
classmates go to either Catechism or Hebrew school, seventh-grader
Holling Hoodhood stays in Mrs. Baker's classroom where they read the
plays of William Shakespeare and Holling learns much of value about the
world he lives in.
____#528TOQ3  2007  IL:5-8  $7.99

West of the moon
By Preus, Margi  Dewey: -Fic-
In nineteenth-century Norway, fourteen-year-old Astri, whose aunt has
sold her to a mean goatherder, dreams of joining her father in America.
____#5375MJ8  2014  IL:5-8  RL:5.2  $7.16

The Wingsnatchers
By Horwitz, Sarah Jean  Dewey: -Fic-
Aspiring inventor and magician's apprentice, Felix Carmer III, is aided
by Grit, a fiery, flightless faerie princess, in winning a magic
competition, in exchange for him helping Grit investigate a string of
faerie disappearances.
____#528ZPL8  2017  IL:5-8  RL:6.6  $17.95

Women scientists in math and coding
By Brereton, Catherine  Dewey: 510
Learn about women scientists in the field of math and coding.
____#535PGU0  2018  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $31.95

Wrath of the dragon king
By Mull, Brandon  Dewey: -Fic-
Seth and Kendra, newly appointed caretakers of Wyrmroost, soon find
themselves in a fight for their lives when the dragons, led by Celebrant,
rebel.
____#541QEV3  2018  IL:5-8  $18.99

Wrecking ball
By Kinney, Jeff  Dewey: -Fic-
"When an unexpected inheritance gives Greg Heffley's family a chance
to make big changes to their house, they soon discover that renovations
may not be worth the effort"--OCLC.
____#542PAV3  2019  IL:5-8  $13.49
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